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Red Flags Fly in Birmingham

March Defies Cops, Kian
Saturday, July 14. All over Bir
mingham people had been talking about
the march. Why were communists—the
RCP—calling this march? Would it be
attacked by the cops or the Kian?
Would it come ofr?

The Tuesday before, members of the
RCP and People United to Fight Police
Terror (an organization of community
people initiated by the RCP) had held a
press conference on the steps of city hall
to announce the march. The march was

going to go straight up against the real
source of the murder of Bonita Carter

(a 20-year-old Black woman murdered
by a Birmingham pig on June 22). As
the RCP banner rai.sed in the Kingston
Courts housing project—heart of the
previous 3 weeks of struggle—had said,
'*Cops Attack, Then Go Free, Thai's
What the Capitalists Call Democracy".
Several Klansmcn poked their snouts
into the press conference, snorting,
"You commies got no right to march in
this free country. You're Just trying to
fool these dumb niggers." The revolu
tionaries went toe to toe with these

scum for several minutes as the TV

cameras rolled. The revolutionaries

shot back, "Ordinary whites don't buy
your skill You're doing the dirty work
of the capitalists!" Then thc.se trash-
mouth turkeys said, unbelievably,
"Watch your language, we don't lower
ourselves to that level." The answer:

"It would be hard to lower yourselves,
you're lower than worms already."
Then the city fathers took over.

Shaken by the people's anger during the

last few weeks over the shooting, an.x-
ious to keep cooling things out, they
tried to stop or sabotage the march.
They granted a "permit" for the march
to go through industrial areas that were
empty on Saturday—not through the
communities, as the marchers had
demanded.

On Friday march leaders took the ci
ty to court over the permit. There
Mayor Vann let it all hang out. He
warned about the march winding
through Black communities because
"people are entitled to peace and quiet
where they live." Like the peace and
quiet Bonita Carter got! Or the hun
dreds of Kingston residents terrorized
by Vann's pigs who swept their com
munity kicking down doors and beating
people. And for anyone who wasn't
sure what a "riot" was, Vann provided
them with a short, "easy definition,"
*'B{ack individuals joined in violent'
protest."

Police chief Myers claimed that if the
march was attacked in the.se (mostly
Black) communities by the Kian, his
pigs couldn't tell who to arrest—com
munity people or marchers. He also
worried about the safety of his pigs.
"Especially it would be difficult to pro
tect the police."
On Saturday, the front page news

paper stories hedged their bets, saying
"Reds Vow to March." Myers went out
to check out the site he had selected for

the march to begin. The,^treel was emp
ty except for a dozen motorcycle cops.
Meanwhile shortly after 1 p.m. the

marchers started off from their rallying
point, Hayes High School and marched
straight into the Avondale Housing
projects.
Red flags with the words, "Avenge

the Death of Bonita Carter" emblazon

ed on them waved in the air. Fists were
held high. Chants and banners demand
ed an end to police terror and resolved
to "Tear the rotten system down."

This march was clearly no 3-piece suit
SCLX affair begging and pleading for
justice. It openly called out the lies be
ing spread around that the problem is
only a few crazy cops, the lies that more
Black pigs in the Black community
would solve things, • the lies that
discrimination and oppression of Black
people can be ended any way short of
revolution.

A rally was held right in the heart of
the Avondale projects drawing over 100
people with revolutionary music and
speeches. The RCP spokesperson
answered charges from the news media
and various opportunists that the RCP
took up the Bonita Carter struggle for
"ulterior motives," just to build up the
RCP. She shouted out, "Yes wc have
ulterior motives, wc proclaim them. We
intend to lead revolution in this country"^
as the only way to end police terror and
the oppression of Black people once
and for all."

Rolling l)emun.s(ration

March leaders then decided to head

for city hall as planned—but in a car
caravan. A flatbed truck, a school bus
and several cars were brought up.

CPUL Speculates on China

WHICH THIEVES
WILL WIN OUT?
Hua Kuo-fcng, nominal head of the

Party and government in China, recent
ly delivered a major "Report on the
Work of the Government" to a session

of the Fifth National People's Con
gress. As usual, it was both boring and
resisionist—another by now familiar
attack by the new capitalist rulers of
China on the revolutionary legacy of
Mao Tseiung and on the working clas>
g>f China.
' . What was a bit revealing, however,
^as the nakedness with which China's
'j|ew rulers are parading their destruc-
jyion of socialism, their abandonment of
ttsic revolutionary principles. While

ey have not yet mustered the courage
^ attack Mao Tseiung by name, they
are syslcmaiically attacking everything
l^e stood for. The pace is leaving even
some of their most tongue-worn
bootlickers behind.

For example, Mao's single greatest
paihbreaking achievement was develop
ing the theoretical basis for and prac
tically leading the Cultural Revolution,
a revolution carried out under the con
ditions of socialism to bring forward
the ma.sscs of people in a gigantic strug
gle to keep new capitalist rulers from
grabbing ultimate power in China. Mao
was quite clear on the significance of
this revolution. He said that until the
Cultural Revolution, "Wc did not find
a form, a method to arouse the,broad
masses to expose our dark aspect open
ly, in an all-around way and from
below." And he .said that "the present
Great Cultural Revolution i.s only the
first, there-will inevitably be many more
in the future."

But what docs Hua Kuo-feng's report
have to say on this? Hua's attitude
toward the Cultural Revolution is like
that of a target toward a gun—don^l
point it at me! The Report says, "First
we recognize both that class struggle
has not yet come to an end and that at
the same time there is no longer any
need for large-scale and turbulent class
struggle waged by the masses, and
iiercfore we should not try to wage

such a struggle in the future."
Just for fun it is interesting to put this

statement up against one made a year
and a half ago by the "Revolutionary
Workers H e a d q u a r t c r s" — b e 11 e r
known as the Mcnsheviks —loyal
defenders of revisionism in China at the

time they split from our Party.
When they were polemici/ing against

the report of the RCP Central Commit
tee which blasted and analy/ed the revi
sionist coup in China and Hua's revi
sionist leadership, these Menshcviks
wrote, "The argiimem that the I lih
Constitution denies the necessity for
another Cultural Revolution is equally
laughable... .who would not agree that
■Political revolutions of this nature will
be carried out many times in the
future'? This is the line of Mao
Tseiung. And it is the line of the current
Chinese leadership headed by Hua Kuo-
feng.

Who would not agree? The current
Chinese leadership "headed" by Hua
Kuo-feng—that's w1io. Of course such
"I it tic problems and adjust mcnis"
would not bother the .Mcnshcvlk leaders
today, who were—and arc—tirmly
sunk in the quick.sand of unprincipled
opportunism and revisionism. Tiic fact
that this hatred and denial of the
Cultural Revolution was in fact the line
of China's leaders even two years back
was apparent at that lirne to genuine
revolutionaries, and was exposed in the
documents of the Revolutionary Com
munist Party. Nosv it's just become
openly confessed.

in another pan of Hua's report,
these revisionists once again flagrantly
go up against Mao's line. Hua stales
that "class struggle is no longer the
principal contradiction in our society,"
instead it is ilic "moderni/aiion" of
China. Mao, on the oihcr hand, was

Continued on page 12
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Several people eagerly boarded the bus
calling on friends and neighbors to join
them. . One woman brought her
homemade picket sign, "The police
train to kill."

A Black worker from the National
United Workers Organization look the
microphone and spoke to a question
some people in (he projects were ask
ing, "Don't .say you don't want to work
with whiles. Revolutionaries come in all
colors. They always have and they
always will." He called on people to
unite and slrikc a powerful blow at the
common enemy of the people, this
system that grinds all of us down.

Chants rang out as the car/truck
caravan made its way to the Kingston
projects-the heart of the area under an
injunction forbidding four or more
people from, gathering together.
Loudspeakers blared the call to "Join
the picketlinc" and "Avenge the death
of Bonita Carter." One young dude
stood in the door of the bus the whole
lime, calling out to people to join,
"Face reality. Slop living in a damn
fantasy world. Put down those beers
and funny cigarettes."

Cheers went up as more people
climbed on the bus and flatbed (ruck.
Each one a slap in the face of the city
godfathers who had tried to prevent this
march. A pig' car came up on the
caravan and .sal watching. Moments
later a car with red and purple flags fly
ing from the windows breezed past and
the pig car quickly scurried backwards
down the block.

The caravan headed downtown, flags
flying and people leaning halfway out
the windows. All along the way people
joined in the caravan, honked, raised
fists and .saluted. As the caravan blasted
out of a tunnel into the central city
housing project, one woman turned and
jubilantly threw both fists in the air
when .she .saw what all (he racket was.

The triumphant caravan ended up at
city hall with a militant picketlinc. The
song, "Blown Away By Revolution,"
celebrating the revolutionary struggle
of the.Iranian people was hurled at (he
groups of riot-equipped cops. A.s the
caravan got ready once again to return
to Kingston, people had shoved their
2 X 2s with flags out the windows and
were angrily and proudly filling in the
pigs across the street on the nature of
the fate they would soon meet. H

On Tuesday, Mayor Vann finally
took his stand on "punishment" for
the murder of Bonita Carter. He
decided that killer cop Sands
should be taken off the street and
be given a "non-contact" perma
nent desk job. As Vann himself
said, he took this action for Sands'
safety. In other words, so that the
people don't get their hands on him
and exact some justice-. Once again
Vann made perfectly clear that
Sands didn't violate pig department
policy.

On a T.V. show one of Sands'
fellow cops lost control of his
tongue for a second. He blurted

. .1 don't see taking a good
street cop (Sandsj and hiding him
behind a desk, putting a
sheet over his head."
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Vietnam
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Front which included Vietnamese from

all classes who opposed U.S. im
perialism. But the People's Revolu
tionary Party (actually the south Viet
nam branch of the Vietnam Workers

Party in the north) was virtually
unheard of, in Vietnam or abroad.
From the writings of Ho and other

Vietnamese leaders (but above all from
their practice) it can be seen that they
viewed the role of the Party essentially
as an ar{>anizaiional one. The united
front had to be orchestrated and

organized, and this could be done as
easily underground as openly—and
without all the possible headaches.
Here can be seen the seeds of what

went wrong in Vietnam. The liquida
tion of the Party in the fight against the
French, or its downplaying in the south
in the fight against the U.S., was not a
tactical move but part of the basic
outlook of Ho Chi Minh and other

leaders. They did not see the need to
carry the revolution beyond liberating
the country, and for that reason did not
see the need for real leadership from a
Party-representing the interests of the
working class. They did not openly pro
pagate communist ideology or struggle
to win the masses to understand that the

fight against the foreign imperialists
was not the final goal of the revolution,
but only a first step ushering in an even
greater struggle to advance toward
socialism and communism.

The reason no sharp distinction was
drawn between the nationalism of the
bourgeois and patriotic forces on the
one hand and the ideology of the com
munists on the other is that, in essence,
no such distinction existed. Instead of-
the communists leading the national
struggle ideologically as well as prac
tically, the ideology of nationalism was
the line in command of the com

munists.

No Faith in (he Masses

Contained within this downplaying,
indeed burying, of the leading role of
the proletariat also lies a clue to the
future of the country as envisioned by
the Vietnamese leaders. And on this
count, they fall straight into line with
the bourgeois-democrats-to-capiialist-
roaders now ruling China. Naturally,
numerous references and stock phrases
concerning socialism fill the pages of
the documents of the Vietnam Workers
Party and the Indochinese Communist
Party before it, as well as the speeches
of all the leaders, including, of course.
Ho. But what bears examination is the
reaL-subsiance of this envisioned future
expressed once the imperialists (at least
France and the U.S.) were defeated and
the actual task of socialist construction
was at hand.

Ironically, the revisionist outlook
and line which the Vietnamese leaders
increasingly applied to their version of
socialist construction was somewhat
obscured, at least for a time, by certain
necessities they faced with regard to the
developing struggle, with the U.S. in the
.south. However, countless examples
could be cited to show that before and
after the years of the anti-U.S. war, and
actually even during it, their vision of
how to proceed with the development
of the economy was essentially
bourgeois and revisionist. Since this is
probably open to at least somewhat less
dispute in reference to the last three or
four years, the following typical exam
ple is taken from a speech delivered by
Le Duan at the Second National Con
gress of the Vietnam Federation of
Trade Unions (1961):
"In the last analysis, the wealth ac

cumulated comes ftom productive
labor. With our manual labor,
backward technique and low produc
tivity we cannot accumulate and con
centrate big funds for socialist in
dustrialization. For that reason, we

now have no other way than relying
ourselves on the revolutionary move
ment, and on the enthusiastic efforts of
the entire people in working to increase
productivity through improvement of
organization of labor and of technique,
making full use of the possibilities ex
isting in production, at the same time
efforts must be made to practice strict
economy, resolutely fight waste and
corruption, to make use of manpower.

materials and finance in the most ra
tional way so as to be able to concen
trate the necessary funds for socialist
accumiilation. Only by accumulating
capital can we gradually endow the na
tional economy with new techniques
and replace the backward manual labor
by modern mechanization having a high
productivity which will enable us to
make bigger accumulations for the ac
celeration of the industrialization of

our country." (our emphasis—RW)
The most striking thing about this

quote is that even when the author
speaks of the need to mobilize the
masses, he says this is because of Viet
nam's "backward technique and low
productivity." Just as was the case with
their following of some of the principles
of people's war in the fight against the
French and the U.S. (see Part 3 in this
series), so mobilizing the people was not
seen as an essential requirement, but
almost as a necessary evil!

With this kind of view, the "en
thusiastic efforts of the entire people"
to raise productivity become just
another factor in developing produc
tion—more or less the same as that of a

draught animal or a lump of coal.
The Vietnamese leaders have found

themselves in a dilemma — they
recognize the backwardness of the
economic forces and want to do

something about it. But they don't sec
the creative power of the working class
and the masses as the fundamental—

and only—road forward, and instead
really see the development of
technology and modern industry as the
fundamental way out. This comes out
ever more clearly as the years progress
and the Vietnamese leaders write more

and more about the "technological
revolution" being the key link in advan
cing the revolution overall. The
schemes of the Vietnamese leaders for

rapid modernization are really just
bourgeois fantasies, miles away from
what would be possible even if a
working-class revolutionary line had
prevailed. With this basic lack of faith
in the masses and their awestruck gaze
on modern machinery and technique,
the Vietnamese leaders had little choice
but to turn to some external force, a
giant sugar daddy, that would help
them to realize their shortcut plans for
modernization.

The policies and outlook of the Viet
namese leadership led them more and
more into the arms of the Soviets, who
were only too willing to encourage the
Vietnamese to base everything on plans
which depended primarily on Soviet
financing. Today the relationship is
sealed, with Vietnam occupying an es
sentially neo-colonial place in relation
to the Soviets. The price? A high one.
Soviet advisers running many aspects of
their economy and military; Soviet
naval ships docking in Cam Ranb Bay;
an invasion of Cambodia which could
only serve the interests of the USSR;
and more.

But it would be wrong to conclude
from this that the Soviet domination of
Vietnam so obvious today is the pro
duct of some big plot hatched in the
Kremlin, although many plots are cer
tainly hatched there. No, the revi
sionism which led Vietnam down its
present course is mainly the product of
internal contradictions within the Viet
namese leadership and these leaders'
failure to really base themselves on the
ideology of the proletariat.

It is no accident that in the struggle
which shook the international com
munist movement after the restoration
of capitalism in the Soviet Union in the
middle '50s, the Vietnamese leaders,
despite a "neutral" stance, basically
aligned themselves with the Soviets and
increasingly opposed the revolutionary
line of the Chinese Communist Party
under Mao's leadership. Vietnam's
motives weren't simply economic; it
wasn't simply that the Soviets could
supply them with more aid than China.
Their view of the world was in line with
the Soviets' and collided with the pro
letarian line of Mao. This became espe
cially clear after 1966 with'the outbreak
of the Cultural Revolution in China.

In an interview in the Manchester
Guardian two years ago, Hoang Tung,
a Central Committee member of the
Vietnamese Party and editor of the Par
ly's daily newspaper Nham Dan, pro
vided a glaring self-exposure of the line
held among VWP leaders toward the

CPML Gets the Red Out
The Communist Party Marxist-Len

inist (CPML) which has earned the
disgust of genuine communists and
revolutionary minded people over the
years has recently made some interest
ing changes in their newspaper The
Call. They have taken some economy
measures, reducing the size of their
paper and removing the red ink from
their newspaper. We warmly hail this

move and, though we understand it is
merely a symbolic gesture, we think
that these phony reds should have done
this long ago. We have one further sug
gestion to offer: a qualitative improve
ment in The Coil and a not altogether
insignificant service to humanity would
be made if they also removed the black
ink from their paper. ■

CPML
Continued from page 10

clear: "Class struggle is the. key link,
everything else hinges on it." (Of
course it should be pointed out that
Hua and the rest of them are intere.sied

in class struggle—struggle against the
remnants of socialism and working-
class power—as he puts it, against
"proseni relations of production and
superstructure which hamper moder-
rii/aiion.")

Just in case anyone wants to bend
over backwards far enough to think
that Hua is only talking about a chang
ed situation since Mao's time, he makes
it clear that this is not so: "Once the

proletariat and the other working peo
ple have seized slate power and
established their political rule," he
says, "economic construction must be
given top priority." In other words
Mao screwed up all the way back at the
lime of nationwide victory in 1949 by
making such a "big deal" out of class
struggle. How disruptive—making sure
that the capitalist class did not seize
power and that the rule of the working
class and its mastery of all aspects of
society went ahead. Disruptive indeed,
if you are a capitalist rat with backsiab-
bing plans, like Hira or Teng.

Something Startling

Of course, disgusting and revisionist
as all this is, it is really just old-hat
routine by now. For two and a half
years, since the coup in China, not a
single week has passed without some
new outrage being committed against
revolution. Bui something else quite in-
leresiing has happened in connection
with this Chinese Congress that meriis
comment and continuing attention: in

Cultural Revolution:

"After 1967-68 and the Cultural
Revolution, we no longer looked on the
Chinese leaders who succeeded one
another in the long power struggle as
socialists. The period 1949-1966 saw the
victory of communism. Since then it's
been something else entirely. The
Chinese Communist Party was de
stroyed along with the dictatorship of
the proletariat. And 1966 marked the
beginning of the decay of socialism....
Non-socialists have eliminated the
outstanding militants. Those who
fought against Mao after 1966 were in
general the best of the lot."

There is every reason to believe that
the line brought out here was the domi
nant and probably unopposed political
line held by the Vietnamese leaders-ai
the time toward the Cultural Revolu
tion. First, they openly admit it. Se
cond, thinly veiled attacks on Mao ap
peared in the Vietnamese press at the
lime and later. But mainly, this view is
perfectly consi.stent with their bourgeois
outlook.

Here was the revolutionary pro
letariat in Chiha engaged in a life or
death struggle, deepening and broaden
ing its dictatorship over the bourgeoisie
and making an earth-shattering and
historic breakthrough for the interna
tional working class. Here were revolu
tionaries under Mao's leadership devel
oping, as Mao said, the form and
method to wage mass revolutionary
struggle against the return to the
enslavement of the mas.ses by the chains
of capital, and leading the masses to
push .society forward closer to the goal
of the complete destruction of the
system of exploitation of man by man.
And at the same time here were the

Vietnamese leaders—bourgeois demo
crats whose political line led them not
only to fail to grasp the significance of
the Cultural Revolution but consciously
oppose it. The "best ot the lot" that
fought against Mao were their class
brothers.

The Call (newspaper of the Communist
Party' Marxist-Leninist or CPML), long
famous for advanceii world levels of
shameless flunkcyism toward every
thing said by the Chinese revisionists,
direct criticism of Hua's" report has ap
peared! A signed article in the center
fold of the Jul^' 16 Call raises, as the
author puts it, "some important ques
tions." After quoting Hua, tlic article
asks, "...how can •large-scale, tur
bulent class struggle' be ruled out in the
future? What if another group of
capitalist roaders should make inroads
in tiie Parly?" It even raises a "ques
tion" about the Report's line on the
relation of modernization and class

struggle: ''How can such changes take
place except through class struggle?"
Then the article lets it all hang out

there: "It 'appears that there are still
some questions stemming from this im
portant meeting that have not yet fully
been resolved, .some compromises made
for the sake of unity. Perhaps the
future will shed tiiore light on these
points."
What has happened here? Is the

report delivered by Hua just roo openly
revisionist even for The Call to
swallow? Can it be, to paraphrase the
words of the poet e.e. cummings, that
"there is some shit they will not eat"?
To put it mildly, that seems quite an

unlikely possibility. Anyone familiar in
the slightest degree with the history of
the CPML knows that principle and
politics in command never even dawned
on this group's leaders. And as far as
eating revisionist shit, these people have
proven themselves eminently capable of
wolfing it down by tftc shovellul and
then regularly regurgitating it for all to
see right on the pages of The Call. They
showed this, for instance, when they

Continued on page 13

For many years the Vietnamese had
tried to "straddle the fence" in the fight
between Marxism and revisionism,
represented most sharply by the dispute
between Mao and the Soviet leaders.

But not only did they fail to actually
join in the worldwide fight against revi
sionism and struggle against it in their
own ranks, in fact they conciliated
with, apologized .for, and ended up
completely embracing revisionism —
and attacking Mao's revolutionary line.

It is important to emphasize in con
clusion thai the tortuous struggle which
the Vietnamese people waged against
the U.S. imperialists was an heroic, just
and revolutionary struggle. It brought
the U.S. bourgeoisie to its knees and
rallied the support and sympathy of
millions the world over.

It is also important to note that the
question of just and unjust struggle is
not simply an abstract moral question
of good and bad or right and wrong. It
is a question of what in the develop
ment of history is objectively pro
gressive, pushing things forward, and
what is reactionary, holding things
back. And still today the national
liberation struggle, even if led by openly
bourgeois forces (something that is cer
tainly conceivable under today's condi
tions) can play the objectively pro
gressive role of waging blows against
the imperialist system.
At the same time—and the bitter ex

perience of Vietnam testifies to this—
the proletariat must struggle for (he
leadership of these struggles. In fact, in
the final analysis, it is only the pro
letariat, the most thoroughly revolu
tionary class in all history, that
posse.sses the ideological stand, view
point and method to fundamentally
mobilize the conscious activism of the
masses of people and lead them through
the twists and turns of the revolution,
completely defeating imperialism and
advancing to the socialist stage of the
struggle. ■
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Hoadiy praised ihc return to ieadcfNhip
5ol" Tcng Hsiao-ping after having earlier
|}oudl> denounced him, when they even
ipraised the po^ihuinous rehabihiation
j'of Mao's long-denounced enemy (and a
^collaborator with Khrushchev), Peng
neh-huai. One recent high point in fecal
^consumption came in the May 14 CufI
^vvhcn ihev printed a picture caption sa>-
-ing "Controversial opera, /iai Jui
^Disiiiissi'd From Of/'icc. is now being
^shown again. Chine.sc are debating
.'many previously banned cultural
works." Not anther word of explana
tion about this "controversial" opera
which they well knew was it sell a
v/c/ous attack on Mao and the subject
of a eimnicraitack by Mao, initiating
the Cultural Revolution.
No, political principle has never been

the strong suit ol the CPML. But they
arc not entirely without strong points.
Take opportunist political speculation,
for instance. Here the CPML has long
shown a certain limited talent. And

perhaps here we can find sonic reu/
clues to the meaning of this very unique
recent article. The CPML is almost cer

lainly sniffing around and smelling a
mounting struggle among the thieves
now in China's leadership, and is trying
to maneuver itself into a position to be
backing a winner—whoever it turns out

-to be.

There is some earlier precedent for
this kind of political speculation in The
Call, though never in such open Idrm as
in the .luly 16 article. Back in the fall of
1977, in an interview in the CPML jour
nal "Class Struggle," CPML Chairman
Michael Klonsky dropped an interesting
land unexplained) passing phrase in an
tnicrview about a trip to China, "the
majority of the Poliburo (in

—r\V) was controlled by Ihc
l^gang' group." (The "gang" was
Qiao's four close revolutionary com-
^adcs kiicr overthrown in Hua and
-Ceng's coup.)
-  This was quite an inicrc.sfing state
ment because it implicated a number of
post-coup Politburo leaders as having
been aligned with the "gang" against
Teng. Though a bit more subtle than
(he current article, such a staicmoni
clearly gave voice to an attack by Teng
on his current opponents. (In passing it
must be said that ihi.s remark also ac

cidentally puts the lie to ihc current
revisionist fable that the gang of 4 had
no support and was completely
isolated.)

Why did Klonsky do this? riierc are
two possible explanations. Some people
believe that Klonsky is simply an ig
norant hack who didn't even digest
what he was regurgitating. True, this is
one aspect of Klonsky. But it must also
be said that in bourgeois politicking
within a relatively narrow circle, Klon
sky does have certain skills. Much more
likdy is that he was actually speculating

on Teng's rise relative to hi.s opponents.
It is in this light that we should ex

amine the current ariiclc. Klonsky ap
pears to once again have his nose to
some shifting political winds. Only a
few months ago, the CPML was
blasting anyone who said there were
divisions in the Chinese leadership, car
rying on about how the leadership had
never been so united. Now wc see

sentences like "W'iiat if another group
of capitalist readers should make in
roads in the Party?... Pcrhap^ the
future will shed more light on fhc.se
points."

It is clear that all the references to
"cla.ss struggle" in the article arc given
no political substance, unlike in the
days of Mao; they amount to venturing
into the pure power politics between
various groups of thieves. The article
(which is signed so it can always be
blamed on the author—or alias) is also
so vaguely but carefully wtvrdcd that it
could be imerpf-cied to be backing
literally any winner in a possible power
struggle.

While ihis CW/ article could be based
on no special information from Cliina,
it could also be based on the fact that

Klonsky's nose is always carefully
planted near the rear end of these revi
sionists and is occasionally the early
bcncHciary of one of their "leaks."
.And besides this article there are other,
more substantial, indications that,
dc-spiie all their claims about creating
"stability and unity," the Chinese revi
sionists are engaged in infighitng over a
number of questions.
There is the question of their current

alignment with the United Slates versus
the pull toward coming under the wing
of the Soviet Union. There arc surely
those in China vvho arc today arguing
for a switch of sides. Bcycmd this, there
arc arguments arising from the
pressures that are coming along with
their current capitalist "niodorni-
/ation" drive—both the internal

pressures of the failures it is already en
countering, and the external pressures
coming from (heir miperialist creditor-
Then there is lUc struggle ovc

wlieiher to come out openly aiiu
criitci/c .Mao by name, or loconiinue to
simply attack his teachings while
"honoring" his name. And, of course.
there arc the various factional power
disputes, linked vviiii political questions
like those above.

In ijic past, under the revolutionary
puliiica! line of Mao, tiiere were also
political sirugglcs in China. But they
were waged b\ politically relying on the
masses of pctiple ant! by making the
poiiiical questions clear. .Now, under
revisionisi reign, intrigue is the rule and
things are left to political speculators
like the CPML.

The CPML appears to believe that
things are soon to hrejik out intti some
open struggle in China and Is sure to be.
speculating on it stiil morc^ l.ii the light
of this, a unique situation has now
arisen. The Call might aciiiailv be in-
teresime to read for the iiexi few weeks.
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Cleveland, July 19, The Ford Brook-
park Engine Plant No. 2 was buzzing
with workers talking about the stomp
ing that the union goons got yesterday.
About twenty UAW officials—most of
them with cushy full time jobs—tried to
stop the .sale of the Revolutionary
Worker ai the plant gate. They attacked
with pipes, knives and rocks. The hacks
were out to shed the blood of com

munists but ended up with their face
bloodied. RCP members and sup
porters fought back defending
themselves.

Arrests warrants are out. The first

person arrested was Dave Allen, an
RCP member who Ford is itching to get
rid of. Dave is one of the two RCP
members Ford tried to fire after they at
tended and upheld the January 29th
Washington D.C. demonstration
against Teng Hsiao-ping. In the attack
a goon went'straight for Dave with an
opened knife. This vicious attack by
uriion goons is the latest in a long series ;
of attacks at Ford on communists and
the Revolutionary Worker.
The struggle heated up after the Teng

demonstration. Party members and
supporters boldly entered the plant and
staged a march inside to galvanize sup
port for two Party members Ford was
trying to fire. Ford backed down on the
firings, suspending them for two weeks.
On May Day, union officials attacked
people selling the Revolutionary
Worker. This was followed by increas
ed police harassment and new suspen
sions of Dave Allen by Ford.
The word came down: No more

Revolutionary Worker at Ford. In
less than a week in two separate in
cidents, five Party members and sup
porters were arrested for selling the
newspaper at the plant gate. And they
even went so far as to arrrest two more

who came to bail out those previously
arrested. •

The battle to sell the Revolutionary
Worker is particularly intense becau.se
of the revolutionary work done inside
that plant and the existence of a small
but vocal group of reactionary workers
who are a social base for the union

hacks. They have issued death threats
against Party members and have tried,
to create an atmosphere of fear and in
timidation to stop people from reading
the Revolutionary Worker and uniting
with the Party. In spite of this, a grow
ing number of workers have taken a
stand. They regularly- read the paper,
lake on the bullshit spread by reac
tionaries, and some have come forward
to defend Party members from physical
attacks by the reactionaries.

What's happening at Ford is a real
trial of strength—a series of tit-for-tat

battles both inside and outside the
plant. Ford has become,a focal point of
struggle throughout the city. It shows
how seriously the enemy takes ,ihe
Revolutionary Worker.

Brookpark Chief of Police declared
publicly that anyone selling the Revolu
tionary Worker will be ,arrested. He
complained that the Revolutionary
Communist Party is harassing the
Brookpark Police Department. The
Revolutionary Worker took the offen
sive and publicly announced that the
newspaper would be sold ai the 'plant on
July 18. The bourgeoisie responded
with their goon .squad made up of union
hacks. They were expecting a quick
mopping up operation beating up Parly
members and supporters. But the script
did not go as planned. The goons were
the ones who got beat.
Having suffered a political defeat at

the plant gate and having their hacks
cut down to size, it became even more
crucial for the bourgeoisie to win ihe
battle for public opinion. So they called
in their heavy media artillery. A sensa
tional story appeared in the Plain
Dealer, the city's major paper, claiming
that communists orchestrated a surprise
attack on union members. In response,
a delegation of communist Ford
workers confronted the media, gave eye
witness accounts and showed

photographs of union goons armed
with weapons. In addition they put out
a leaflet for Ford workers. The media

continues to carry its slanderous ac
counts of this incident. Despite this, no
one can miss that the hated sell-out

union officials came out on the short

end and the more that Ford and the

bourgeoisie as a whole attack the
Revolutionary Worker, the more trou
ble they have on their hands.
Oh Friday, July 20, the President of

the UAW local at Ford Brookpark who
has been .spreading one lie after another
about ttic Revolutionary Communist
Parly, put out a leaflet to the workers
basically putting out a call for someone
to kill these revolutionary workers at
Ford. The leallel .said: "Tho.se dirty
scum that boast they are trying to over
throw our government and are now ob
viously sabotaging our negotiations
must be stopped now. We must protect
our members and our jobs, and I urge
you to use every method at your
dispo.sal and do exactly that. Force
must be met with force."

The struggle to sell the Revolutionary
Worker at Ford is teaching workers all
over Cleveland rich le.ssons about the

real nature of the system. One worker
said to a Party member, "They never
stop attacking you guys. You must have
something they're afraid of." ■

Red Lake
Continued from page 3

cheaply, all by perfectly legal means,
just as the capitalists do every day all
across the country.

According to the law—and the guns
which it rests on—Roger Jourdain is
still tribal chairman. Tribe members

call him the reservation's own

"Somoza," running the reservation
from his bunker hiding place, reported
ly a hotel just across the state line,
where federal agents guard him and hi.s
hangers-on from the wrath of the peo
ple of the reservation. The .federal
government is certainly protecting
everybody's rights—It protected ihe
right of the defendants to a speedy trial
and it's protecting Roger Jourdain's ass
and his rule. Obviously somebody up
there likes Roger Jourdain—and they
don't like Indians who think they have
a right to rebel against being made to
live like animals.

The slory is an old one. "They don't
want us alive, (hey want us extinct.
They want to exterminate (he Indians,"
said one defendant, words which could
have applied a thousand limes over in
the history of what this capitalist ruling
class has done (o the Indians. But the
defiance is growing, and it bolh-inspires

and takes inspiration from a mood
creating other scattered outbreaks of
rebellion all acro.ss the country among
people of all nationalities. In fact, in
the face of (hi.s unyielding fierce attack
on the part of the government, defiance
remains high on the re.servaiion. There
have been several confrontations and

near-confrontations with BIA police. A
high-speed police chase, after one of the
defendants who repeatedly gunned his
car in front of BIA headquarters the
night after (he convictions came down,
ended in a hay field, where the two
dozen heavily armed cops hastily
retreated when they saw what they
thought were several dozen tribe
members coming at them out of (he
dark with slicks.

"I've been locked up on this reserva
tion all my life. What's a few years
more," said another defendanl. "I'm
ready to go to (heir other reservation,
the other place where the white man
puts you. I don't know if I'll come back .
alive or not. But if I live to be a hun
dred, when you guys arc ready to do it
[make revolution], you can count on
me." Maybe the government thinks it
can get away with this because nothing
that happens on one reservation can
overthrow it. But with (his case they've
given the masses of people of all na
tionalities one more rca.son and inspira-
tion to do just that. ■




